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Background
Anxiety disorders and depression are the most common
mental disorders worldwide and have a striking impact on
global disease burden. Although depression has consistently
been found to increase mortality; the role of anxiety
disorders in predicting mortality risk is unclear.
Aims
To assess mortality risk in people with anxiety disorders.
Method
We used nationwide Danish register data to conduct a
prospective cohort study with over 30 million person-years
of follow-up.
Results
In total, 1066 (2.1%) people with anxiety disorders died
during an average follow-up of 9.7 years. The risk of death
by natural and unnatural causes was significantly higher

Anxiety disorders and depression are among the most common
mental disorders worldwide.1 Together they account for over
50% of the global disease burden in terms of disability-adjusted
life years attributable to mental health disorders and substance
use.2 The association between depression and mortality is now
well established,3–11 particularly higher rates of suicide have been
reported among people diagnosed with depression,3,12 but the
excess mortality risk extends to natural causes.13 In contrast, data
on mortality risk in people with anxiety disorders are conflicting,
providing more equivocal results of an absent,10,14 favourable,5,15
unfavourable16–18 or even U shape relationship.6 These conflicting
data might be because of the heterogeneity in sample size, gender,
anxiety subtypes, somatic comorbidities8,11 and causes of death
studied. Further, only a few studies have assessed mortality risk
among patients with different specific anxiety disorders.14,17 Large
prospective studies taking into account such factors are thus still
missing in this area. In order to gain better insight in the mortality
risk among patients with (specific) anxiety disorders we
conducted a detailed population-based study using nationwide
Danish register data.
We comprehensively assessed mortality rates across varying
causes of death among people diagnosed with anxiety disorders. Given
the clinical heterogeneity of anxiety diagnoses, we calculated mortality
rates across the spectrum of specific anxiety disorders. As anxiety
disorders are highly comorbid with depression1, we were specifically
interested in independent and synergistic effects of these disorders
on mortality risk. We therefore assessed whether mortality rates
were elevated in individuals with anxiety disorders independent
of comorbid depression and whether patients with both diagnoses
were at an especially enhanced risk of dying. As a last step we
assessed potential mediating effects of somatic comorbidity and
substance misuse on mortality risks. A better understanding of
excess mortality – and its causes – among patients with anxiety
disorders could help to prevent these deaths.
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among individuals with anxiety disorders (natural mortality
rate ratio (MRR) = 1.39, 95% CI 1.28–1.51; unnatural
MRR = 2.46, 95% CI 2.20–2.73) compared with the general
population. Of those who died from unnatural causes, 16.5%
had comorbid diagnoses of depression (MRR = 11.72, 95% CI
10.11–13.51).
Conclusions
Anxiety disorders significantly increased mortality risk.
Comorbidity of anxiety disorders and depression played an
important part in the increased mortality.
Declaration of interest
None.
Copyright and usage
B The Royal College of Psychiatrists 2016.

Method
Study setting
We conducted a nationwide follow-up study. The main exposure
variables were defined as a first psychiatric in-patient or outpatient contact for anxiety disorders. The outcome variable was
defined as death by any natural cause (diseases and medical
conditions) or unnatural cause (suicide, accidents and homicide)
within the follow-up period. Data were collected on the cohort
of people born in Denmark between 1 January 1955 and 31
November 2006. The follow-up time started on their first birthday
or 1 January 2002, whichever came later, in order to ensure
complete information on cohort members. Follow-up ended at
date of emigration from Denmark, date of death or 31 December
2011, whichever came first. This provided a maximum follow-up
period of 10 years and a maximum age of 57 for the cohort members. We focused on deaths among younger age groups of the
population in order to reduce probable biases because of selective
survival. Data on cohort members were collected through linkage
of four Danish population registers (see online supplement DS1).
All residents of Denmark, including immigrants, have a unique
personal identification (CRS) number that is used in all national
registers, which enables data to be linked across these registers.
The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency.
All personal information from the registers is anonymised when
used for research purposes, and by Danish law, informed consent
is not needed for register-based studies.
Exposure variables
The main exposure variables were defined as treatment for anxiety
disorder. Using the Danish Psychiatric Central Register19 and the
Danish National Patient Register20 we identified all patients
diagnosed with anxiety disorders (ICD-10: F40.00–F40.20,
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F41.00–F41.10, F42.00–F43.10).21 Date of onset was defined as the
day of the first contact for the diagnosis in question.

Outcome variables
The outcome of interest was time to death. The date and cause of
death were identified from the Danish Register of Causes of
Death.22 All-cause mortality was defined as ICD-10 codes A00–
Y98 and categorised into the following groups: deaths from
diseases and medical conditions (natural death) ICD 10: A00–
R99, and deaths from external causes (unnatural death) ICD-10:
V01–Y98. Unnatural causes of death comprised suicides (ICD-10:
X60–X84, Y10-Y34), homicides (ICD-10: X85–Y09, Y87.1) and
accidents (ICD-10: V01–X59, Y10–Y86, Y87.2). Natural causes
comprised death by cancer (ICD-10: C00–D48), cardiac diseases
(ICD-10: I00–I99), respiratory diseases (ICD-10: J00–J99), digestive
conditions (ICD-10: K00–K93) and remaining causes.

Covariates
Information on age, gender, calendar period, maternal and
paternal age at time of birth, and place of residence was obtained
from the Danish Civil Registration System.23 Somatic comorbidities
were assessed using the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI), which
is based on 19 severe chronic diseases weighted from one to six
corresponding to the severity of the disease.24 Information on
substance misuse (ICD-825 code 291.xx, 303.xx, 304.xx, 571.09,
571.1x and ICD-10 code F10–F16, F18, F19, I85, K70) and
depression (ICD-8 code: 296.x9, 298.09, 298.19, 300.49, 301.19;
ICD-10 code: F32.00–F33.99, F34.10–F34.90, F38.00–F39.99) was
retrieved from the Danish Psychiatric Central Register19 and the
Danish National Patient Register.20

Sibling control studies
To account for possible familial confounding, we performed
additional analyses that used unaffected full siblings of patients
as controls. In this analysis, we identified as cases those individuals
with anxiety disorders who also had full siblings without anxiety
disorders, and these individuals were compared with their
unaffected full siblings using matched conditional Cox regression.

Data analyses
Mortality rate ratios (MRRs) were calculated for natural and
unnatural causes of death as well as all causes. We fitted three
statistical models to these outcomes, using the log-linear Poisson
regression with the GENMOD procedure in SAS, version 9.3. In
the first model we adjusted for demographic characteristics, in
the second model somatic comorbidity, which was defined as a
CCI of 0, 1, 2, 3 or more, and in the third model effects were
adjusted for depression. Of special interest was an evaluation of
whether the MRRs varied between lifetime diagnoses of anxiety
disorders only, depression only or both disorders by testing for
statistical interaction. As anxiety disorders and depression are also
frequently comorbid with substance misuse,26 we additionally
adjusted results for comorbid substance misuse. Finally, we
studied potential mediating effects of somatic comorbidity and
substance misuse on mortality risk. In our sensitivity analyses,
we assessed differences in the psychiatry–mortality associations
by gender and time since diagnosis. A more detailed description
can be found in online supplement DS1.

Results
From 1 January 2002 to 31 December 2011 a total of 3 270 650
people were included in the study cohort contributing
31 213 252 person-years at risk. In 51 373 (1.6%) cohort, members
follow-up ended before the end of the study; 50 521 emigrated
from Denmark and 852 were lost to follow-up. The mean
follow-up time for the cohort members was 9.7 years. In total,
27 236 individuals in our cohort died during the follow-up period,
corresponding to a mortality rate of 8.7 per 10 000 person-years.
Within this cohort we identified 50 683 with anxiety disorders
and 76 202 with depression (69 227 (61.6%) girls and women
and 43 211 (38.4%) boys and men). Individuals diagnosed with
anxiety disorders contributed a total of 293 866 person-years of
observation. Among people diagnosed with anxiety disorders,
14 447 (28.5%) had a comorbid diagnosis of depression. A total
of 1066 people with anxiety disorders (2.1%) died during the
follow-up period, including 410 (2.8%) individuals with
comorbid anxiety disorders and depression (Table DS1).
All-cause mortality rates in people with anxiety
disorders
The fully adjusted all-cause MRR for individuals diagnosed
with anxiety disorders was 1.66 (95% CI 1.56–1.77) compared
with people from the background population without these
diagnoses (reference group, Table 1). Although diagnoses of
anxiety disorders were consistently associated with higher
mortality rates, MRRs varied by time since first diagnosis (Table
DS2). Interaction between gender and anxiety disorders seemed
clinically relevant, but did not reach statistical significance for
anxiety disorders (P = 0.08, Table DS3). The MRRs were
significantly elevated among individuals with anxiety disorders
independent of comorbid somatic disorders (Table DS4). Allcause MRRs for people diagnosed with anxiety disorders were
slightly attenuated by taking comorbid substance misuse into
account (1.24, 95% CI 1.16–1.32, Table DS5). We observed a
significant dose–response relationship between the number of
different anxiety disorders and mortality risk, especially in
individuals with more than two anxiety disorders, who were at
increased risk (Table 2).
Causes of death in people with anxiety disorders
In total, 1066 individuals diagnosed with anxiety disorders died
during the follow-up period; 641 (60.1%) died from natural
causes and 425 (39.9%) from unnatural causes. Among people
diagnosed with anxiety disorders, the fully adjusted MRR was
1.39 (95% CI 1.28–1.51) for natural causes of death and 2.46
(95% CI 2.20–2.73) for unnatural causes of death, compared with
individuals without anxiety disorders (Table 1). The MRRs for
natural and unnatural causes of death did not differ between
men and women (Table DS3) diagnosed with anxiety disorders.
The MRRs for natural and unnatural causes of death were
significantly elevated among people with anxiety disorders
independent of comorbid somatic disorders (Table DS4). After
taking comorbid substance misuse into account, only MRRs for
unnatural causes of death were significantly elevated among
individuals with anxiety disorders, whereas MRRs for natural
causes fell short of significance (MRR = 1.07, 95% CI 0.98–1.16,
Table DS5). The analyses exploring the effect of specific anxiety
disorders did not indicate that just one specific type of
anxiety disorder was driving all associations (Table 2). All specific
anxiety disorders were associated with higher overall mortality
rates. The risk for natural death was increased among patients
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Table 1

Mortality rate ratios of people with anxiety disorders (2002–2011)
Mortality rate ratio (95% CI)
First adjustmenta

Second adjustmentb

Third adjustmentc

Fourth adjustmentd

All causes

3.71 (3.49–3.94)

3.74 (3.29–4.24)

2.16 (2.03–2.30)

1.66 (1.56–1.77)

Unnatural causes

6.47 (5.86–7.14)

6.85 (5.74–8.60)

4.63 (4.17–5.13)

2.46 (2.20–2.73)

Natural causes

2.89 (2.67–3.13)

2.77 (2.37–3.24)

1.58 (1.46–1.71)

1.39 (1.28–1.51)

a. Mortality rate ratios derived from comparison with population controls adjusted for calendar year, age, gender and the interaction of age with gender.
b. Mortality rate ratios derived from comparison with sibling controls adjusted for calendar year, age, gender and the interaction of age with gender.
c. Mortality rate ratios derived from comparison with population controls adjusted for calendar year, age, maternal and paternal age, gender, place of residence at time of birth,
somatic comorbidity and the interaction of age with gender.
d. Mortality rate ratios derived from comparison with population controls adjusted for calendar year, age, maternal and paternal age, gender, place of residence at time
of birth, somatic comorbidity, depression and the interaction of age with gender.

with acute stress reaction, generalised anxiety disorder, panic
disorder and social phobia. Specific phobia was the only anxiety
disorder that did not increase the risk of dying by unnatural causes;
the risk for unnatural death was more than doubled in patients
with acute stress reaction, generalised anxiety disorders, posttraumatic stress disorder and social phobia. We further observed
a significant dose–response relationship between the number of
comorbid anxiety disorders and unnatural causes of death; this
effect was less prominent for natural causes of death (Table 2).
With the exception of cancer (anxiety disorders MRR = 0.88,
95% CI 0.73–1.03), MRRs for all specific causes of death were
significantly elevated among individuals with anxiety disorders
compared with the general population. The cause-specific MRRs
were highest for accidents (MRR = 2.60, 95% CI 2.24–3.01) among
people with anxiety disorders; to enable comparability we added
results for depression (Table 3). In addition, we compared patients
with anxiety disorder with their unaffected siblings for all-cause
mortality, natural causes and unnatural causes. All risk estimates
remained raised (Table 1). We found no evidence of familial
confounding for causes of death (since risk estimates were
significant and of the same magnitude as for the population
controls).
Influence of comorbid anxiety disorders
The MRRs of people diagnosed with comorbid anxiety disorders
and depression (MRR = 3.02, 95% CI 2.73–3.32) were higher
than the MRRs of those diagnosed with anxiety disorders alone
(MRR = 2.10, 95% CI 1.94–2.27) or depression alone
(MRR = 2.57, 95% CI 2.45–2.70) (Fig. 1(a)). Individuals
diagnosed with comorbid anxiety disorders and depression

Table 2

(MRR = 11.72, 95% CI 10.11–13.51) had higher MRRs for
unnatural causes of death than those diagnosed with anxiety
disorders alone (MRR = 4.25, 95% CI 3.70–4.85) or depression
alone (MRR = 7.87, 95% CI 7.26–8.53) (Fig. 1(b)). No such effects
were observed for natural causes of death (Fig. 1(c)). The MRRs
for deaths caused by accidents were especially increased among
people with comorbid anxiety disorders and depression
(MRR = 8.02, 95% CI 6.47–9.81) compared with people with only
one disorder (anxiety disorder MRR = 3.28, 95% CI 2.71–3.92;
depression MRR = 4.38, 95% CI 3.86–4.95, Fig. 1(d)). The MRRs
for suicides were further strikingly high among individuals diagnosed
with comorbid anxiety disorders and depression (MRR = 18.32,
95% CI 15.21–21.86), and higher than among people with a single
disorder (anxiety disorder MRR = 5.69, 95% CI 4.70–6.86;
depression MRR = 13.41, 95% CI 12.10–14.84, Fig. 1(e)). The
MRRs for unnatural causes and all-cause mortality were higher
among people without comorbid somatic disorders and without
comorbid substance misuse (Tables DS6 and DS7).
Discussion
In this nationwide prospective cohort study, we explored independent
and synergistic effects of anxiety disorders and depression on various
causes of mortality, carefully evaluating potential moderating effects.
We report three main findings. First, the adjusted odds of all-cause
mortality, which followed people diagnosed with anxiety disorders
until they were 57 years old, were 1.7 compared with the general
population. Around 40% of all deaths in people with anxiety
disorders were from unnatural causes. Second, we found evidence
that anxiety disorders constitute a significant risk factor for
premature mortality independent of comorbid depression. In

Mortality rate ratios of people with specific anxiety disorders and number of diagnoses (2002–2011)
Mortality rate ratio (95% CI)
All causes

Unnatural causes

Natural causes

a

Anxiety diagnosis
Acute stress reaction
Agoraphobia
Generalised anxiety disorder
Panic disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Social phobia
Specific phobia

1.69
1.31
1.62
1.31
1.58
1.50
1.50

Number of anxiety disordersb
1 anxiety disorder
2 anxiety disorders
42 anxiety disorders

2.09 (1.95–2.23)
2.46 (2.06–2.91)
3.27 (2.33–4.42)

(1.52–1.88)
(1.03–1.64)
(1.35–1.93)
(1.11–1.54)
(1.31–1.87)
(1.20–1.84)
(1.09–1.99)

2.94
1.55
2.55
1.83
2.70
2.19
1.76

(2.49–3.46)
(1.00–2.28)
(2.00–3.19)
(1.45–2.28)
(2.06–3.46)
(1.70–2.77)
(0.94–2.96)

4.34 (3.88–4.85)
6.50 (4.93–8.39)
8.85 (5.18–13.69)

1.30
1.24
1.64
1.32
1.17
1.51
1.40

(1.12–1.49)
(0.92–1.62)
(1.36–1.95)
(1.12–1.55)
(0.90–1.48)
(1.21–1.85)
(0.96–1.95)

1.56 (1.43–1.70)
1.65 (1.30–2.06)
2.18 (1.39–3.22)

a. Mortality rate ratios were adjusted for calendar year, age, maternal and paternal age, gender, place of residence at time of birth, somatic comorbidity, depression and the interaction
of age with gender.
b. Mortality rate ratios were adjusted for calendar year, age, maternal and paternal age, gender, place of residence at time of birth, somatic comorbidity and the interaction of age
with gender.
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Mortality rate ratios of people with anxiety disorders and/or depression stratified by causes of death (2002–2011) a

Table 3

Causes of death

Depression

Anxiety disorders

Unnatural causes
Suicide
Accident
Homicide

11.36 (10.25–12.52)
4.02 (3.57–4.51)
2.57 (1.30–4.62)

2.44 (2.11–2.80)
2.60 (2.24–3.01)
2.34 (1.02–4.67)

Natural causes
Respiratory disease
Cancer
Digestive condition
Cardiac disease
Other disease

2.07
0.82
1.71
1.75
1.59

(1.51–2.77)
(0.72–0.92)
(1.45–2.00)
(1.49–2.06)
(1.50–1.69)

1.31
0.88
2.00
1.50
1.39

(0.82–1.99)
(0.73–1.03)
(1.63–2.44)
(1.20–1.86)
(1.28–1.51)

a. Mortality rate ratios were derived from multivariate analysis and adjusted for calendar year, age, maternal and paternal age, gender, place of residence at time of birth, somatic
comorbidity and the interaction of age with gender.

addition, sibling-control analyses revealed no familial confounding
for causes of death. With the exception of suicides, the MRRs for
varying causes of death were comparable for individuals diagnosed
with anxiety disorders and those diagnosed with depression. Finally,
we observed a significantly enhanced risk for all-cause mortality
and unnatural causes of death in people diagnosed with comorbid
anxiety disorders and depression compared with those with a
single disorder. We hypothesised that these findings could be
explained by anxious depression being a more severe form of
psychiatric disorder, which might have important implications
for clinical practice by underlining the need for treatment of both
anxiety disorders and depression.
The MRRs for varying causes of deaths were significantly
elevated among people with anxiety disorders while controlling
for comorbid depression. To account for the heterogeneity of
anxiety disorders, we individually assessed the impact of seven
specific anxiety disorders on mortality risk. The mortality risks
for specific anxiety disorders were overall rather similar, indicating
that not just one specific type of anxiety disorder was driving all
associations. Several specific anxiety disorders were observed to
increase the risk of natural and unnatural causes of death. Acute
stress reaction, generalised anxiety disorder, post-traumatic stress
disorder and social phobia more than doubled the risk of dying
(b)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(c)
16.00
14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Psychiatric diagnoses
(d)

Mortality rate ratios

3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

Mortality rate ratios

Mortality rate ratios

(a)

from an unnatural cause of death. Previous studies reported
several specific anxiety disorders to be associated with all-cause
mortality17 as well as suicidal ideation and suicide attempts,27,28
but other causes of death have not been studied so far. In addition,
we observed a higher mortality risk among individuals diagnosed
with multiple anxiety disorders.
Among people with anxiety disorders, the highest MRRs were
observed for deaths from unnatural causes (i.e. accidents, homicide
and suicide). This pattern of high mortality from unnatural causes
among people diagnosed with anxiety disorders has been previously
observed.27,29–31 However, in this study we were able show for the
first time that the increased mortality from unnatural causes in
people with anxiety disorders could not be fully explained by
comorbid depression. Similarly, Laan et al observed that the risk
for suicides was enhanced among individuals with anxiety disorders
but lower than in people with depression.18 Comorbidity strongly
affected the suicide risk in anxiety disorders; individuals with
comorbid anxiety disorders and depression were at significantly
higher risk of dying by suicide than those with a single type of
disorder. The risk of suicide among psychiatric patients has been
studied extensively, whereas less attention has been given to the
risk and prevention of accidental death, even though the latter
is more common. Here, we observed the highest MRRs in people

1.10
1.80
1.50
1.20
0.90
0.60
0.30
0.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Psychiatric diagnoses

Psychiatric diagnoses

(e)
Mortality rate ratios

Mortality rate ratios

10.50 –
9.00 –
7.50 –
6.00 –
4.50 –
3.00 –
1.50 –
0.00 –
Psychiatric diagnoses

Fig. 1

24.00
21.00
18.00
15.00
12.00
9.00
6.00
3.00
0.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

No anxiety disorders or depression
Only anxiety disorders
Only depression
Psychiatric diagnoses

Anxiety disorders and depression

Influence of comorbid anxiety disorders on mortality in people with and without depression (2002–2011).

(a) All causes, (b) unnatural causes, (c) natural causes, (d) accidents and (e) suicides. Mortality rate ratios were derived from multivariate analysis and adjusted for calendar year,
age, maternal and paternal age, gender, place of residence at time of birth, somatic comorbidity and the interaction of age with gender. Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals.
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with anxiety disorders for death by accidents, most notably among
those with a double diagnosis of anxiety disorders and depression.
In addition, we found an increased risk of homicide among people
diagnosed with anxiety disorders.
In absolute numbers, most persons diagnosed with anxiety
disorders died from natural causes. Thus, the escalation of deaths
from diseases and medical conditions in people with anxiety
disorders is an important component of the observed excess
mortality. Interestingly, comorbid depression did not result in
an excess death risk from natural causes in individuals with
anxiety disorders, despite the fact that most people with depression
died from natural causes. Only a few mortality studies have examined
gender-specific effects of anxiety disorders, providing conflicting
results.17,32 In our study we found that in individuals with anxiety
disorders no gender-specific effects on mortality risk could be
observed.
Severe psychiatric disorders have been shown to be associated
with an increased risk of somatic comorbidity33,34 and psychiatric
patients might be underdiagnosed and undertreated for medical
conditions.35 In addition, substance misuse is more common in
anxiety disorders and depression, as depressed and anxious
individuals may turn to drugs or alcohol as a form of selfmedication.36,37 In this study we could confirm mediating effects
of somatic comorbidities and substance misuse on the mortality
risk in people with anxiety disorders. However, in individuals
with anxiety disorders mediating effects were nearly absent for
unnatural causes of death. Other hazardous health styles such as
physical inactivity,38,39 increased smoking rates,40,41 unhealthy
eating patterns42–46 and lack of treatment seeking,47 as well as
stress and biological dysregulation,48–50 might have further
contributed to the observed excess mortality in people with
anxiety disorders.
Strengths and limitations
We studied a nationwide population-based cohort that included
all individuals born in Denmark between 1955 and 2006, with
almost complete follow-up data for up to 57 years. Thus, our
findings are unlikely to be explained by biases in selection of
the study population or non-differentiated attrition during
follow-up. There are, however, two main limitations in this study.
First, we used patient registers to identify individuals diagnosed
with anxiety disorders, since it was necessary to use routinely
collected data to provide precision for the fairly rare outcomes
investigated. Register-based diagnoses are clinical diagnoses and
not the result of systematic, well-described uniform assessments.
Despite a generally acceptable accuracy of anxiety disorder
diagnoses in the registers,51 individuals with milder forms of
anxiety disorders are less likely to present to secondary services
and therefore might be underrepresented in our study. Thus,
our findings might not be representative of the entire spectrum
of anxiety disorders. We carefully adjusted for factors that might
affect treatment seeking among people diagnosed with anxiety
disorders, such as somatic and mental comorbidity. However,
significant predictors of clinical outcome such as symptom
severity or acceptance of the disorder might still differ between
patients with or without treatment. Second, some of the causes
of death may be prone to misclassification. Whereas most deaths
classified as suicides reflect true suicides, it is possible that some
deaths classified as accidental are in fact suicides.
Implications
This study further underlines that anxiety disorders constitute a
major clinical and public health problem. Anxiety disorders were
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associated with a significantly increased mortality risk, and the
co-occurrence of these disorders resulted in an additionally
increased death risk. Because of the high prevalence of anxiety
disorders, the associated excess mortality has an immense
impact on public health. A recent meta-analysis indicated that
approximately five million deaths worldwide are attributable to
mood and anxiety disorders each year.52 For clinicians, it is also
important to realise that anxiety disorders and depression are
associated with increased mortality from both natural and
unnatural causes, and that the assessment of physical health in
these patients is always important.
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